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With the new 54031041 Variable Persistence Storage OaeilIo- 
scope, thb length 61 time a wsv8fatrn persist$ on the ctl  i6  
continuously vartabfe simply by turnlng a dial. Ylewlng time 
at normal intensity can be varied from a 8mslE fraelion of a 
second to ~reater than 5 minutes. In the save mode you can 
view sinnals lor up to an hour at lower Intens~ty. 

High speed events that occur only once or at very low tepe- 
tition rates are easily observed. You can make low frequency 
measurements easier and more aCcurafely by ellmlnating flicker 
or by transfrrrmlng a slow moving dot into a stable display. 
Repetitions of the same signal can be compared simultaneously 
to deted changes in amplitude or phase. The inlegrating effect 
of varlable persistence can be used to suppress the random 
nolse that obscures low signal-lo-noise ratio waveformrr. 

5000-Series Osciltoscopes 
60 M H z  Variable Persis fence Storage Oscilloscope 

Capabilities of the 50DO Serries Sampler and Spectrum Analyzer 
plug-ins are enhanced by the 5403lD41 Qariabre Petsistenw 
Storage Oscilloscope. The discrete dot traces produced In 
sampling applications are converted into a continuous wave 
form by holding repeated sweeps en the crt. In spectrum 
analysis, slow scan rates are used to maximize resol~tlOk 
With rhe 5403/D41 it is easy to display a full scan pattern sb 
rnultan~ously even when Iha scan rate yields h l l  scale perlodr 
in excess of a second. 

As part of the versatile 5400 Series the 5403/D4T offers 
readout of deflection factors for convenient, error-free measurp 
menls; user programmable crt readout of test Information for 
ready identification and e m  of photographic recurding: a d  
the increased Ilexibllity of a 3-plug-in mainframe. With the 21 
dlverse plug-ins aiailable for the 54031041 you can make 
virtually any measurement from de to 60 MHZ. 


